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The Project Compliant Mechanism Office   
ATTN: PCM Officer   
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development  

RE: PROJECT 49058- Tranche 2- Mostar South Interchange  and Tunnel Kvanj  
 
To Whom It May Concern ! 
 

It is with grave concern that we write this follow-up letter to the initial letter that was sent to 
your office in July,2017. At that time we communicated to your office at the Project 
Compliance Mechanism of the EBRD to raise concerns as the citizens of south Mostar about 
the economic, environmental, and social harm of the Corridor Vc motorway construction over 

our community. We requested a compliance review at that time due to the concerns that we 
outlined. However, our complaint was not registered and was not investigated. We received 
follow up letter in December, 2017 with information that was not relevant to our complaint.    
 In addition our representatives met in May, 2019 with Head of EBRD Office in Sarajevo, 

_________________________________  who promised  additional investigation and gave us 
reassurence about EBRD guiding policy principles. Soon after this meeting Mr. 
_____________ was being appointed  to lead your operations in the Baltics and left Sarajevo 
without having any action.  

 
Our community is terrified by recent event lounced per your client, in this case Motorways of 
the Fedaration of Bosia and Hercegovina with forceful expropriation of our  residents’ land . 
As was indicated in previous letter we have over 3,000 signatures of local residents directly or 

indirectly impacted by all means discriminated project. In previous letter to your institucion 
and through media  we highlighted our  concerns about the impact of the highway construction 
on our local community In contrary,  Motorway of Federation of Bosnia and Hercegovina 
(FBHM) and  EBRD have systematically ignored these concerns.  This is evident in the most 

recent announcement regarding further advancement of the work in our community and the 
announcement by the president of JP Autoceste FBIH _____________________ that “nobody 
and nothing will stop the construction.” (https://avaz.ba/vijesti/intervju/536670/nista-nas-nece-
zaustaviti-u-gradnji-autoputa)   

 
Again, we reach out to the EBRD to voice our deepest concerns regarding the impact of the 
highway on our local community and ask for consideration of an alternative route that would 
decrease the economic, cultural, environmental, and social harm of the highway on our 

region.  We ask that you guide your financial support for this project on your mission statement 
that envisions strengthening democracy, inclusion, environmentally/social sustainability, and 
transparency.  Since our concerns were initially raised in 2017 through the internal complaint 
network at the EBRD, no action has been taken to investigate these concerns or to form a 

partnership with our community. Through its inaction regarding our previously expressed 
concerns, the EBRD has positioned itself as at best indifferent to the actions of  FBHM and at 
worst an accomplice in enabling the harm to our community. 
 

Once again we must to outline our concerns regarding the harm of Corridor Vc on our 
community of South Mostar and how it does not satisfy the minimal standards of work in this 
sphere.  

1. Environmental Impact 

a. Natural reserve of the Buna river 
b.  FBHM have not demonstrated how they will address our environmental 

concerns 

https://avaz.ba/vijesti/intervju/536670/nista-nas-nece-zaustaviti-u-gradnji-autoputa
https://avaz.ba/vijesti/intervju/536670/nista-nas-nece-zaustaviti-u-gradnji-autoputa
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Negative economic impact 
a. It has been 10 years since the plans were initially announced for the construction of the 
corridor through our community and it has left homeowners unsure about loss of property rights 

and limited investment in their homes due to the potential negative impact of construction on 
their livelihoods.  
Impact on refugee return 
a. 1,000s of refugees many of whom were ethnic Serbs that were ethnically cleansed from 

these homes in the 1990s had returned and rebuilt their homes. Now they face the same 
circumstances that displaced them in the first place, however  now it is financed by the EBRD. 
We refer your to the story of our neighbor Ljubica or Danilo Maric 
(https://www.oslobodjenje.ba/dosjei/teme/foto-i-video-bitka-za-plodnu-zemlju-u-

hercegovini-mnogo-mrava-moze-ubiti-medvjeda-483278) 
b. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAO6VYL6bHc) 
c. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgQ3MKPJVWw 
d. Furthermore due to concerns about property rights and loss of economic value or land, 

the return of refugees has been limited. Many homes remain unbuilt and returnees have no 
guarantees that their property rights or democratic rights will be respected if they do return.   
Destruction of democratic processes 
a. The Mostar region has not had a democratically elected government in a decade to 

represent its interests or protect its rights. The construction plans for the Corridor Vc route 
were decided along party lines between HDZ and SDA parties and not in consideration of the 
people of this region who have been without representation during this time. How can the 
EBRD claim to promote democracy development and inclusion when it is systematically 

financing the destruction of democracy in our community. 
b. During the war of the 1990s the city of Mostar and our community was divided in half 
along ethnic lines, Corridor Vc goes exactly down this dividing line. Effectively cementing 
these divisions. 

c. https://bankwatch.org/project/corridor-vc-motorway-bosnia-and-herzegovina 
Food security 
a. The people of this region rely on subsistence farming and the highway construction will 
occur on the some of the most fertile lands in all of Hercegovina placing our community at risk 

of losing access to our livelihood and causing economic instability. JP Autoceste FBIH 
continues to claim that these lands have limited value but only a brief look at the crops that are 
grown by our community including figs, grapes, pomegranites, oranges, apples, among others 
illustrates the fallacy of these claims. 

Limited development due to concerns about property rights 
Cultural harm 
a. Heritage site at Vrelo Bune 
b. Castle - Herceg Stjepan above  

Corruption 
a. https://bankwatch.org/bw_in_media/pobuna-za-bunu 
b. There have been multiple reports in the media regarding the allegations of corruption 
with senior individuals in major political parties and the management of  FBHM buying lands 

upon which the highway was subsequently announced.  
 
We propose the immediate implementation of the following action plan: 
 

1. Immediately initiate a compliance review and publicly register this review through the 
EBRD’s internal compliance protocol 

 

https://www.oslobodjenje.ba/dosjei/teme/foto-i-video-bitka-za-plodnu-zemlju-u-hercegovini-mnogo-mrava-moze-ubiti-medvjeda-483278
https://www.oslobodjenje.ba/dosjei/teme/foto-i-video-bitka-za-plodnu-zemlju-u-hercegovini-mnogo-mrava-moze-ubiti-medvjeda-483278
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAO6VYL6bHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgQ3MKPJVWw
https://bankwatch.org/project/corridor-vc-motorway-bosnia-and-herzegovina
https://bankwatch.org/bw_in_media/pobuna-za-bunu
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2. Immediately place a hold on the tender process so that the impact and harm of the 
corridor can be assessed.  
 

3. Investigate concerns regarding corruption 
3. Allow for local community representatives to voice their concerns and be partners in 
the successful completion of this project  
 

We understand that economic development involves balancing cost, environmental impact, 
economic impact, and democratic principles. Yet, the EBRD has not adhered to this balance in 
it’s support of the Motorway 5C project through the Mostar South Corridor.  
 

There has been no reply from your organization. Multiple news articles have been written about 
concerns regarding both the manner in which the route was designed, the tender process, and 
continued execution of these plans. These are well documented in several news articles (see 
http://ba.n1info.com/Vijesti/a337926/Mjestani-zabrinuti-zbog-gradnje-autoputa-Ostadosmo-

bez-icega.html).  The stories of how this project has already affected local communities are 
widespread.   
 
As our previous letter indicated, we have a petition of 3,200 signatures from local residents 

with concerns about this project. While we support a motorway to connect Bosnia with the rest 
of Europe, we do not believe the planned route adheres to the credit approval process of EIB. 
Additionally, FBHM has yet to show a true response to local residents’ concerns, which have 
been well documented by local media and voiced repeatedly at town hall meetings. These 

concerns include the direct impact on the natural landscape, as well as the economic livelihood 
and culture/social heritage of the local community. Despite this protest, there has been no 
action from official institutions, including  FBHM due to political party alliances that do not 
take into account actual residents’ concerns. The planned route exploits Bosnia’s fragmented 

political system which relies on nationalistic policies; EBRD is complicit in supporting these 
policies by financially backing them.  
 
We urge you to review our grave concerns regarding this project as outlined below as was 

included in our previous compliant : 
 
From the beginning, the process of choosing this route has been tainted by political alliances 
rather than experts. Pressured votes were obtained in the Federal Parliament but not Dom 

Naroda. Prior to this vote, a single town hall meeting was held in Blagaj at the guidance of the 
SDA political party and the route was intensely rejected by local residents. Please review the 
local news release including video from this town hall meeting where local residents 
overwhelmingly expressed their concerns about the impact of this project on their local 

community. Since that time, local institutions have done nothing to address these concerns 
promoting even further distrust from the local population and complete rejection of the current 
proposal due to its politically-biased nature. 
(http://www.bljesak.info/rubrika/business/clanak/video--burna-rasprava-u-blagaju-autocesta-

ce-proci-samo-ako-nas-pobiju/184107) 
 
On top of this, the entire route selection process has been shrouded in mystery. Rather than 
evaluating an option that goes around the many uninhabited, undeveloped hills that surround 

the valley in Mostar, a route has been selected that goes directly through a wartime dividing 
line that will only serve to fractionate the community. During the 1990s war, the current 

http://ba.n1info.com/Vijesti/a337926/Mjestani-zabrinuti-zbog-gradnje-autoputa-Ostadosmo-bez-icega.html
http://ba.n1info.com/Vijesti/a337926/Mjestani-zabrinuti-zbog-gradnje-autoputa-Ostadosmo-bez-icega.html
http://www.bljesak.info/rubrika/business/clanak/video--burna-rasprava-u-blagaju-autocesta-ce-proci-samo-ako-nas-pobiju/184107
http://www.bljesak.info/rubrika/business/clanak/video--burna-rasprava-u-blagaju-autocesta-ce-proci-samo-ako-nas-pobiju/184107
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planned motorway route was the dividing line which split communities by ethnic and religious 
lines. Since that time, our community has started to rebuild with the return of many families 
that were either internally displaced in Bosnia or to other countries. Building a highway 

following this wartime dividing line only serves to achieve the nationalistic goals of political 
parties, not unite the community. 
 
This new route will have a major impact on the minority Serb population from the Malo Polje 

and Ortijes area, who are returnees to their homes after being displaced during the war. 
UNCHR spent millions of dollars for a project that aided their return, helping people rebuild 
their homes, orchards of pomongrates, figs, and different medicinal herbs, and vineyards which 
are now the main source of their income.  (See Mladen Ivanic, President of Presidency in 

Mostar Jan 31,2017 and his conversation with Serbs population - video.)  
 
Furthermore, maps of the route presented by officials do not accurately represent current 
landscape of this area. In the past 7 years, many more displaced people originally from this 

area who were living in Sweden, Norway and other European countries have returned to build 
new houses and start their life again in this region. Additionally, the new route is very close to 
an elementary school in Kochine, an urban area, and also passes through the agricultural 
complex "Hepok" which will have an impact on the safety of the people living in these areas. 

The motorway route is planned to exit a tunnel at the urban area of Kocine, go underground in 
a tunnel under the existing airport, then pass both rivers and go over the hill on opposite side 
of the valley which will require multiple pillars for structural support. The landscape of this 
area is based on an underground krast (?) which contains porous structures beneath the soil of 

the valley through which this route will pass. Per expert’s evaluation, extensive excavations 
will significantly change the stability of the natural landscape and water supply of valley, 
having a significant impact on this region in the future.  
 

The planned route also trespasses on the most fertile lands in Hercegovina with the unique 
combination of sunny days/year, fertile soil, and water access that is currently covered with 
85,000 orchard trees and 800,000 grape trees that will be directly or indirectly affected by this 
route. This route is against all postulates of the EU Evolution of the Adriatic- Ionian 

Corporation Programme 2014-2020. Please see the final report from 15/10/2016 (ADRION). 
Additionally, it is a violation of the European Program 2020 Biodiversity Strategy (COM 
2011)0244 to halt the loss of biodiversity and decline of the ecosystem in Europe. 
 

The planned route also goes directly through multiple cultural sites permanently affecting the 
cultural landscape and heritage of this region. To highlight one of these site, the route goes 
through the centuries old quarry, Mukosa, located in Ortjes. This quarry supplied stone for the 
original 16th century “Stari Most” (Old Bridge) of Mostar which is the identity of the entire 

region. This quarry again provided stone for the rebuilding the bridge after it was destroyed in 
1993 in the most violent act of cultural genocide perpetrated during the 1990s war. The bridge 
itself is a UNSECO Word Heritage Site and this route jeopardizes this heritage by building 
through the quarry. This route also crosses in close proximity to the source of the Buna and 

Bunica rivers as well as the Tekija culture sites which are also national heritage sites attracting 
thousands of tourists from around the world.  
 
There has been a previously proposed route through “Podvelezje” presented by the IPSA 

organization in 2015 that never faced the opposition the current route is undergoing. There has 
been no transparency to explain why this alternative route was not selected, other than “it is 
more expensive,” but no official comparison of cost has been shown. Yet the “price” of the 
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current route is very evident to the local population as it will have extremely detrimental long-
term effects as previously detailed. This complete lack of transparency has led to further 
mistrust of the project from the local population. 

 
In conclusion, we have united multiple grassroots community associations with significant 
concerns that the new route is politically motivated given the lack of transparency and refusal 
to take into account concerns of the local population. Further concerns have been raised 

regarding political party corruption, with party members purchasing land to be expropriated 
prior to public announcement of the planned route. It should be noted that the local population 
is not against the motorway construction but specifically with the proposed route. Compare 
this route to that of the motorway built in Croatia, which minimized the negative impact on the 

local population by avoiding going through city centers and sensitive cultural sites. The 
motorway offers an excellent opportunity to link Bosnia with the rest of Europe and foster 
economic development in this region, but our concern is that this motorway is being used as a 
means to achieve political ends that are undemocratic and corrupt in practice. This project as it 

is currently planned will further alienate the local population from government institutions. It 
will be met with continued resistance that will make it more costly in the long run. For this 
reason, we have turned to the EIB to express our appreciation for the credit line extended for 
developing this project, but to also provide warning that the local population will resist any 

construction along the proposed route.  
 
It is our hope that you will take our concerns into serious consideration and re-review your 
approval for the line of credit supporting this project. As representatives of the 3,200 local 

voices most directly affected by this project, we will use all legal resources available to us to 
preserve our homes, lands, culture, health, and future. 
 
For end of our compliant we would like to remind your officals about  Lisbone Treaty , 2009 

about European Consensus of Deve lopment States “ all people should enjoy all human 

rights in line with international agreements “.The EU Sustainable Development 

Strategy  identifies promotion  and protection of human rights as one of EU guiding 

policy principles to be achieved  “by combating all forms of  discrimination  and 

contributing to the reduction of powerty “. 
 

 Sincerely , 
 

Community of Royal Vineyards ( Carski Vinogradi)  
Malo Polje , Kocine, Kosor  
 


